Case Ascertainment of Pediatric Brain Tumours: The Alberta Experience.
Estimates suggest that brain tumors are underreported in the Alberta Cancer Registry (ACR). While the reporting of malignant tumors is thought to be complete in cancer registries across Canada, the reporting of benign tumors is estimated at 33 percent of the actual number of cases expected within the country.6 There are many international studies that highlight the issues of underreporting of benign brain tumors in cancer registries. This study had 3 objectives to investigate the amount of and potential reasons for underreporting: 1) overall case ascertainment of pediatric brain tumor cases present in physician databases captured by the ACR was assessed; 2) overall case ascertainment of all known pediatric brain tumors was assessed and summarized for the ACR and physician pediatric brain tumor databases; and 3) the expected number of unknown pediatric brain tumor cases was estimated so overall case ascertainment could be assessed. Brain cancer was defined using topography codes C70 through C72, C75.1 through C75.3, and C30.0 (with morphology codes 9522 and 9523). Databases with these codes from 2 physician practices making up the primary provincial referral network for this patient population were obtained and linked with the ACR for 2004 to 2011. Estimates of the expected number of cases were made using US incidence rates. The ACR captured 309 of the 317 known pediatric brain tumor cases (97 percent) while the physician databases captured 205 cases (65 percent). The ACR also captured 197 of the 205 cases in the physician databases (96 percent). The ACR captured 309 of the 346 expected cases (89 percent) while the physician databases captured 205 of the 346 expected cases (59 percent). As some patients may not have an initial diagnosis confirmed (by specialty physicians) and others are identified through cause of death searches some discrepancies between the databases are expected. The overall underreporting may reflect a lack of referrals from radiology clinics or the case definition used by registries may not be consistent with the definition used by clinicians in Alberta. While further work is required to better understand why some cases are not appearing in the ACR, confidence should exist that ACR information reflects most cases of pediatric brain tumors in Alberta.